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$100,000 Grant Awarded for T.V. Programming
By Mark Fretz
Staff Writer

Budget Council
Meets to
Discuss Fiscal
Changes

San Manuel Indian Bingo
and Casino has breathed new
life into a planned local
broadcasting station that will
operate from CSUSB. Last
week the tribe donated
thousands of dollars to the
cause.
The tribe has given to many
worthy causes in the community
over the past years and hopes
that the money for this project
will go toward the development
of programming that will
the tribe's history in the
region
and
inform
the
•-vmowndiug commvvnitics San
Manuel's cultural background.
CSUSB and SMIBC have
worked together before to help
promote Native American Day
and other issues important to the
campus and the community.
This is no exception. Once
again these two have become
partners on a grander scale,
undertaking a mission to change
the perception of the Inland
Empire as an area known for
crime, into a safer and more
inviting municipality.
Since this is breaking news.

By Omar Zubair

Staff Writer
Times are high at CSUSB, and the ne
budget reflects that like a polished m

San Manuel Donates $100,000 to CSUSB
President Karnig was not available

for comment, but there is no doubt
he will endorse the actions of the
tribe with delight. President
Karnig has championed the idea
of a local station on campus as a
way of redefining the Inland
Empire.
President Karnig has stated to
the Press Enterprise in earlier
interviews that the only news ever
reported about San Bernardino is
crime. He wants to change that
perception, and create a successful
network that will be much more

than just news, but will include
programming related to business,
health, youth sports and
community issues as well.
San Manuel realizes the
importance of having a local
station in the area. This will
obviously give the tribe more
publicity as a helping hand in the
coinmunity.
SMIBC has been a major player
in rehabilitating the image of San
Bernardino. The more the tribe
helps the community, the more the
community appreciates the good

Instructionally Related Program Advisory
Board to Decide on Another Referendum
By Mathew Taylor

News Editor
Removed from last year's fee
referendum, the IRP Committee
votes this week to decide
whether to petition for its own
separate fee increase of $6 p>er
student per quarter.
Last year, students voted to
pass a $43 fee increase per
student per quarter in 20012002, to be followed by: a $12
increase in 2002-2003, an $11
increase in 2003-2004, and
another $12 jump in 2004-2005,
to top out at $78 above last
year's tuition.
However, IRP's 18 programs
were omitted from this windfall,
such as the Student Union,
Associated Students Inc. (ASI),

ror; however, a message from Preside
Karnig blows dark clouds over the seer
ingly beautiful sunny day.

Athletics and the Cross-CuItural
Center.
In 1994, IRP was among several
student programs that benefited
from another student fee increase
referendum, but the apportioning
of this earlier fee increase left a
bitter taste in the mouths of several
IRP representatives.
Tliis year, however, IRP does not
benefit at all. Consequently,
committee members are planning
to institute another referendum.
Their game plan includes asking all
IRP programs to make up ideal
detailed budgets of their future
needs.
Part of this game plan came
about as a result of the Coyote
Chronicle's own fee increase
proposal to the IRP committee on
November 2, to consider instituting
a fee referendum of $2 per student

works that they are doing.
Mcdonald's restaurants may have
put San Bernardino on the map
originally, but San Manuel Indian
Bingo and Casino continues to
keep San Bernardino and the
Inland Empire on today's map.
President Karnig hopes the
network will be ready for
broadcast by January. The station
has support from 13 cities and
could have an audience of up to
800,000 people. The Chronicle
will continue to follow this story
and report any new developments.

On Tuesday, November 6, the Univt
sity Budget Council met to address tl
budget for the '01-'02 fiscal year. T
agenda included the general fund budgt
the year round operations budget, the k
tery fund budget, and the funding cor
mitments among many other budgets.
The main purpose of the meeting w
to show the many represented groups he
money not spent on them (because th
had already been discussed) is being use
Lucky for the university, many of tl
estimated revenue figures have been su

~Budget Continued
on page 13

Campus Candids
Campus Candids
Look for Chronicle writers and photographers
around campus

per quarter for the newspaper
alone, which would be about
$32,000 per year.
Currently the Coyote Chronicle
must raise five-sixths of its
funding. The proposal presented
by the Chronicle has three reasons
for additional funding: to increase
circulation to accommodate the
growing student enrollment; to
improve the visibility and
comprehensiveness of
the
publication so that it can be a
"catalyst
of
progressive
information that will lead to
campus unity", said John Eddy,
executive editor of the Chronicle;
and finally, to move forward with
the newspaper's technology.
The IRP board, however,

~IRP continued
on page 13

Romel Dibinagracia (left) and James Glina (right) pose with
author Dr. Leny Medoza Strobel after her seminar. Issues of
decolonization and human rights were discussed in the round
table meeting sponsored by the Cross Cultural Center
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Rape Agression Defense Inereases eampus Visibility
By Desiree Jacques

Staff Writer
In light of the violence that took
place last month here at CSUSB,
the Rape Aggression Defense
program on campus has reported
a noticeable increase in the
attendance of its seminars.
Sergeant Shannon Lewis,
coordinator of R.A.D., said that,
"Our last class concluded with
about 12 participants, which is
average for the program, however
the upcoming classes are nearing
a maximum of 24 participants."
Many women feel compelled to
do something to empower
themselves, not just against the
threat of actual assault, but the fear
of it as well. As a survivor of
sexual assault. Lead Instructor of
R.A.D.,
Tanya
Scott
wholeheartedly supports this
program and its effect on the
participants.
"Our simulated attacks give
these women a chance to be in a

By Mathew Taylor

News Editor
The Califcmia Center fcx" Teaching
CareCTS and the Teacher Recruitment
Center for Riverside along with several
other CHganizations will host a mock
dasaxxHTiexCTcisetoanphasizetheneed
for teachas within this region of the state.
The lesson's main focus is the
attainment of new teachers and how the
community wants to attratt qualified
educatcxs in fliis area.
Linda de Baum, who was last years
San Banandino County (Hi^ School)
teaclKrofthe year, wiD teach ttte program.
De Baum will be giving an interactive
lesson on the shortage of teachers and
how more are being recruited into flie
profession.
De Baum willalso be Glaring withdie
participants the benefits ofbdngateadier
and what has helped her to be successful.
She has been teachingfcrova-20yeais
in the areas of English and Theater.
Cunently dieisateacher^Yucaipaffi^
School.
The jxogram will be stiuctured like a
mock classroom with the participants
acting as the students, receiving asnack.

real situation, where their anxiety
level is up. It builds their
confidence to realize that they
have the choice to fight back."
Although last month's events
appear to be a motivation for new
students, it must be made clear that
each woman has her own personal
reasons for wanting to attend.
Many are past survivors of
sexual assaults or are friends of
survivors. When the participants
of the most recent seminars
wanted to discuss the acts of
violence, their feelings were more
than welcome.
Sergeant Lewis says, "We
believe every participant has a right
to know what is going on here on
campus". The issue of awareness
is a key factor in the program itself.
As a whole the class is dedicated
to prevention and becoming aware
of your surroundings. "We have to
realize that this is a public
University, we can't pretend we
live in an ivory tower." says Scott.
The seminars take place at least
once a quarter, but more can be

arranged if there is enough demand.
The biggest obstacle for R.A.D is
certainly not participation, but
finding space to hold classes.
However, the College of
Extended Learning has been a great
help by offering the Yasuda Center
as a facility for the classes.
"I really want to stress this point,"
says Scott. "The program is notjust
for students, it's for everyone and
completely open to women in the
public."
Participants find it more

comfortable not to allow males in
the class for safety reasons.
Although R.A.D. nationally has a
program for males as well, there
are no instructors certified to teach
it on this campus. Male students
can contact their local law
enforcement division to receive
information regarding self-defense
instruction.
In the final class of the series,
Tanya Scott reads a persona!
testimony to the participants as part
of their reflection.

"Listen to me and my experience
of life will have not been in vain. I
stand before .you today, ready to
fight for what was once taken
without my piermission." Society
has many obvious problems, ones
that are sadly ignored until
something terrible happens to bring
them to our attention.
Sexual assault is one such
problem, and although it may never
fully be eradicated, we can choose
not to live in fear of it. R.A.D
offers women this choice.

homewak, and in-class assignments.
This program is being facilitated
because thae is alack of^xxit 300,000
teachers and educatas, which needs to
be filled widiin the next lOyears.
It has been projected that withinthose
10 years, diere will be a drastic increase
in the amount of student enrollment
within the school system. Also, the
increase ire teachers will accommodate
the rate of retiring educators and the
requirement of reduced class size.
The program is a brainchild of the
Califcmia Cents' fo" Teaching Careers
(CalTeach), which is a referral and
recruitment centerfix future educators.
They are working with the stales' six
teacho" Recruitment Cen^. CalTeach
and the TRC will provide infomation
and a direct hnk fcr ftituie educates and
employes.
CalTeach hopes to bring widespread
attention to the need frxteachas as they
strive to meet the demand for qualified
teachas in the state of California.
Learning the ABC's of teaching will
be cm Novembo" 13 from 10 am to
am at he TeachCT Recmitment Cen^
for Riverside. FOT more information
pleasecalLAniteBennett (213)738-9240.

Come on
down!!!
...to your Denny's at
5975 North Palm Avenue
for a Grand Slam or
French Slam breakfast
for only $4.19.
Save over $1.50.
Offer good only at this location and between
10 p.m. and 5 a.m. Sunday-Thursday.
Not Valid Friday/Saturday Nights.

B att,com/co!lege/easy
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Afghan Revolutionaries to Invade Campus
By Shareena C. Clark

Staff Writer
On Thursday, November 15 at
lOam, representatives from the
Revolutionary Association of the
Women
of
Afghanistan
(R.A.W.A.) will be in Event

<5

s2

Center A.
Anyone who is interested in
any of the events and situations
concerning the oppression of
women in Afghanistan are urged
to attend this event.
The Revolutionary Association
of the Women of Afghanistan
(R.A.W.A.) have struggled

3

tj
O
§

against fundamentalism in
Afghanistan for over two
decades.
They have called for a
democratic
and
secular
government in their war torn
country, where women suffer the
worst oppression in modern
history.
R.A.W.A. has called for a
complete disarmament of all
fundamentalist factions in the

1977
There is no democracy without an educated population'
country, a return to democracy in
which Afghans have full rights as
defined by international law, a
secular government which
upholds women's rights and

human rights in general, and a
united Afghanistan in which
ethnic and religious differences
are put aside once more.
R.A.W.A.'s extensive network

Homeland Security on High Alert

LAX, it now takes up to three
hours to get on a flight. Also,
Staff Writer
Congress is debating what other
necessary means should be en
The September 11 suicide at
forced to ensure .safety for the pub
tacks have many Americanis won lic at U.S. airports. Congress is
dering just how safe theyuefeaJly- -hoping that the new bills will re
assure the American public of
are.
By Rody Rodriguez

Even with the heightened secu
re many people are still living
ftar of more attacks. So what
is the United States doing to en
sure the safety and welfare of it's
citizens?
Tightened security at all U.S.
airports has become the norm. At

safer air travel on future flights.
As a precaution, there has been
increased security'placed at all
U.S. borders. In order to come
into the U.S., an extensive screen
ing process is being implemented.
Background checks are being
conducted; inspectitms of one's
luggage and vehicles are ongoing
at all U.S. borders. This more dif
ficult process to get in and out of
the U.S. is a way to ensure that ter
rorists won't just "walk" into our
country.

Many people coming to the U.S.
have been questioned and detained
to guarantee the safety of this
country.
Important buildings and struc
tures are being more securely
watched. Governor Gray Davis re
cently increased security around
all major California bridges.
Postal areas are being screened
for anthrax, amusement parks have
raised their security and national
landmarks have beefed up their se
curity as well. The government is
doing everything necessary in or
der to insure the safety of these im
portant places.
These are but a few examples of
the heightened awareness the gov
ernment is taking. Hopefully, the
U.S. will never again see another
September 11 th.

of schools and health projects for
Afghan refugees is a testimony
to their belief that there can be
no democracy without a healthy
and educated population.
R.A.W.A. has been awarded
a human rights prize by the
government of France and was
recently
awarded
the
prestigious Emma Humphries
award in England. For more
information
please
visit
www.rawa.org.
If you would like to find out
how you can support RAWA in
the United States, please visit
www.afghanwomensinission.oi^.
There are no cameras, book
bags, or.other large bags
allowed. The event is organized
by the Intellectual Life and
Visiting Scholars Committee,
International
Institute,
Women's Studies Program,
Sociology Club, Department of
Physics, the CSUSB California
Faculty Association, and the
Afghan Women's Mission in
Pasadena.

Auditions for the
Winter Quarter
Productions of:
CROW AND WEASEL, an
adapation of a Native American
myth, and KEEP HEDZ
RINGIN', a new Hip Hop play.
Auditions are open to all CSUSB
students, faculty and staff. They
will take place Monday and
Tuesday evening,'November 12
& 13 from 6-10 pm.-Additional
information is posted at PA 107
or PA 105.

AIDS Testing Com
ing Soon

The San Bernardino County
Department of Public Health will
be here on campus again this
year in their mobile van to pro
vide free and anonymous HIV
testing for our students on Tues
day, November 20 from 9 am - 4
pm.
Their van will be parked in
front of the Commons, down
from the student health center.
The county personnel will then
return on Tuesday, November 27
from 9 am - 4 pm to provide re
sults to all the students tested.
Dec 1, 2001 is AIDS awareness
day. Flyers will be distributed on
campus next week.

CSUSB Accomplishments

Do you like to write?
Do you want to know
whats happening on
campus?
Become a paM of the
Chronicle.
For info, email us at
sbchron @ csusb.edu

Drs. David Bellis, Michael
Clarke and Gunthcr Kress of the
Department of Public Adminis
tration were awarded a threeyear grant for $453,000 from the
US Department of State and the
Bureau of Educational and Cul
tural Affairs, for a joint project
with Cal Poly Pomona entitled,
"Public Administration Curricu
lum and Capacity Development
Project with the New Bulgarian
University, Bulgaria." Faculty
from the CBPA will travel to Bul
garia to work with professors at
the New Bulgarian University.

By Shane Vanderfin

was in the aerospace industry for
many years, but with no college
degree. She fell victim to
downsizing, gender bias and health
problems, and recalled she "had
reached the glass ceiling".

"The ARC is committed to cre
ating a friendly environment for
non-traditional students whose
formal education was interrupted

providing service and programs
designed to facilitate academic
and personal growth that are based
on student needs and interests."
The services offered by the ARC
include a lending library, com
puter access with Internet and
email, complimentary coffee and
water, career planning and gradu
ate school resources, and network
ing with other similar students.
They also have programs such
as tours and workshops, time and
money management, and a coffee
house get-together for informal

and who have now returned to

discussion.

able.

Copy Editor
The Adult Reentry Center here
at CSUSB offers services and pro
grams designed to assist older re
turning students with assimilating
back into college life. Directed by
John Futch, the ARC's mission
statement expresses their main
goals.

college to continue their educa

Not wanting to retire as yet, she
decided to obtain her degree in
something she enjoyed and plans
on graduating by. next fall, then
working in the publishing field.
She stated that she was unaware
of the ARC and its programs, but
would have utilized their services
if she had known they were avail

Interviews with older students

Private elementary school

who had returned to college at a

teacher Ad Vanden Ekart, 52, re

As a Center, we respect differ

later point in their lives showed

turned to CSUSB this year to up

ent lifestyles, spiritual tradition's

various reasons for their decision

date his teaching credential and to

and physical, emotional and intel
lectual abilities. We endeavor to

to continue their education.
Patricia Opincar, a 54-year old
English: Creative Writing major.

take computer classes. Contem
plating a switch from private to
public school teaching, he realized

tional goals.

help the non-traditional student by

the need for a current credential
and to keep up with technological
advances in the classroom. He has

"ARC Continuea on
page 13

Dr. Larry Gaines, Chair,
Criminal Justice, received a oneyear award of $22,592 from the
City of Riverside Police
Department to assist in analyzing
data relative to citizen contacts
during traffic stops.

The Coyote Byte:

DID

You

KNOW?

When jack
Brown Hall was
built it cost an
estimated
$25 million

For more history Facts Check out the
Library, Ask the reference section
about the History of CSUSB
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5 Roving Reporter

Asking Students What they Think.

Student Spotlight

What is the worst or best date you have ever been on?
By Susie Medina

The Scene Editor

Vanessa Sevilla
Credential Program

.

Nafissa Thompson

^

"The best date I've ever
been on was the one when my
ex- boyfriend and I were in the
beginning stages of our
relationship. My five friends and
me were all going out on a date
with our boyfriends together. It
started out Bad because we
wanted to eat at this one restaurant and the wait was like an
hour-and-half to two hours. But it ended up being cool because
we just went to the bar section while we were waiting and we
were all joking and having fun. It was the first time my
boyfriend said he loved me."

Jefferson Eggough
Marketing Communication
Graduate Student
"I went out with this girl
who I met at a party. She was
pretty and nice but when we went
on our date she just kept ordering
all kinds of expensive stuff. She
took advantage because she knew I was paying for everything
so she just kept excessively ordering drinks and stuff- expensive
ones too. She was also pretty demanding. I vowed not to go
out with her again and I didn't."

.

.

Tony Craig
Sophomore
Undeclared
"This one day I was at a party
and got totally drunk, and I felt like I
was going to puke and I didn't want
anyone to see, so I went to this
random car and opened it and threw
up. In there, soaked in my puke, was a girl. She later became my
girlfriend and we are still together. I hear I had a lot of fun that
night so that is my best date."

Kelly Short
History
Senior

"I was with a date and we
went out with some friends. We
ended up at UCR's Botanical
Gardens, playing hide and go
j seek. Then we went to Denny's
and it was just so fun. We were,
just all laughing and having a
good time even though we
didn't do anything fancy or
anything. That guy was so cute
because he would pick a fruit,
candy and drink that he said
reminded him of me."

The Coyote Chronicle ?
would like to wish you all
a Happy Thanksgiving!
Gobble, Gobble!
Next issue watch for Thrift Store
Fashion!

By Susie Medina
The Scene Editor
She's only eighteen years
old, but Nafissa Thompson is a
full time student holding a 3.59
GPA, a part-time job in the
McNair's Scholars Program, and
holds an office in the Afrikan
Student Alliance as the Public
Relations Coordinator.
Nafissa Thompson is a
sophomore here at Cal State San
Bernardino and is an English
major. She someday wants to
become a judge. She feels that
English will help her manipulate
the language that will enable her
to work with lawyers who are

Nafissa thonipson recieves recognition from the English department.
Photo by Susie Medina

masters at this.
When Nafissa graduated,
her job in the
from high school, she had the
McNair's Scholars Program.
choice of attending prestigious
For those who don't know what
universities like UC Berkeley
that is, it's a program that's aimed
and UC Davis. Realizing that she
didn't like the northern area, . for students who want to someday
obtain a doctorate degree. The
Nafissa decided not to go. She
program prepares students for
wanted to stay near home where
graduate sch.ool as it gives you
she could contemplate maybe
GRE study books, free graduate
transferring to these schools later,
school, applications, and a S2800
like in her junior year of college.
stipend for research for grad
For now though, Nafissajust
school. The program requires that
leads the ordinary honor's
you have a minimum 3.0 GPA.
student life. She lives on campus
This
would make Nafissa overand is active in her club and in

qualified for the program, except
that she lacks the requirement of
having to be a first- generation
college student, and she's just a
few credits shy of reaching junior
status, which is another
requirement she lacks.
Nafissa's role models, she
says, are her parents. Uer mom
and dad are both college
graduates and are successful.
Her mother is a professor at the
Claremont Colleges, she used to
work here, and her dad is a
computer whiz.
They've shown her the
importance of an education and
involvement in school. Nafissa
herself even agrees that "students
don't realize that there are a lot
of programs that Cal St
and \t" they uvi\\/.cd t.hcv^^. tnc
find so much more enjoyment
and help." Nafissa has moved,
put of her parent's house but she
is still very close ro them.
Nafissa means "precious
jewels" in Arabic.. Her mother
picked it out for her'when she
went to Africa and heard it usety
as a name. 1 don't see any reason
for her parents to believe this
name to be anything but perfect
for the daughter that can only
make them proud.

Dating for Dummies ...Us Guys!
By Hector Franco, Staff Writer
So you're going on a date Market Night a great hand-holding
event.
with a special someone and have
V Now that winter is in effect, try
no idea where to go or what to do.
Perhaps you have done it all and a nice coffee shop. If there is an
outside patio or grassy area, go for
need new ideas. Maybe you'/e
that! The cold weather will
shooting to be a tad bit more
provide the urge to gel close and
romantic than A1 Bundy. I mean
snuggle. Also, guys, ask if she's
really, as if getting your physical
looks and wardrobe into absolute cold. If she says yes, this is your
perfection weren't enough chance to A.) Be a gentleman by
pressure, who needs to stress over taking off your coat and wrapping
planning new ideas?
Here are some ideas for you.

it around her, or B.) Make a small
move and wrap your arm around

Ok guys, take notes.
vTake her to Market Night in
Redlands on Thursday night. It
begins at 6;O0 and ends at
9:00. There are numerous booths
selling crafts, food and gifts.
While she has her attention totally
fixed at a particular booth, tell her

her.
vlf you are on a budget, but have
a full tank of gas, go to Griffith
Observatory in Los Angeles. It's
free to park, free to go in and it's
actually a romantic place up in the
hills. There usually is a free
viewing through the telescope to

you will be right back. Then run!
Run over to one of the nearby
flower booths, buy her a bouquet
and surprise her. Also the walking
up and down the booth strip makes

see a star, a planet, a galaxy or the
Moon. Comet season is a great
time or on the night of a meteor
shower. In the back outside area it
is fairly dark with a view of the

Los Angeles city lights. This is a
nice place for that kiss,
v If the two of you have a date that
starts off sour and you argue, go
to the movies. At the movies it's'
okay to not talk to one another. Try
to choose a romantic comedy to
lighten the mood. If you're ready
to say you're sorry but are too
proud to admit defeat, simply take
her hand into yours and enough
said. The movie may also help the
rriaking-up process on the way out
as you talk about the film you just
saw.
¥ In the mood for some games?
Dave and Busters restaurant can
satisfy the dinner and fun. Have a
nice quiet dinner then play some
video game or play billiards. This
will give you a chance to wrap
your arm around that girl to leach
her how to shoot the ball.
Chances are even if she

-Continued on page 5
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Illegal street r a c e s , f a s t a n d f u r i o u s
racing

popular."

having any advantage over

The Scene Editor

Councilman Jerry DuBois

yours gives you a sense of

sure to be here. And by that I

added that "these kids are

intimidation

as

am not advising you to race over

coming into our city to do

anticipation. Now the pressure

here, just be here safe and on

this."

is on as you're waiting for the

time.

So there you are in the
middle of the street in your car,

is

as

well

the engine purring like a wild

This all sounds like a

race to start, with the heat of

cat ready for take off. The only

repeat of the late '50s when

the spectator's lights on you,

thing holding you and the other

drag racing was big. Movies

as if spotlighting your every .

car beside you back is the raised

like "Rebel Without a Cause"

move.

arm of the flag girl. In the still

and "Dead Man's Curve"

dropped- you'll be flying like

get you arrested or charged with

dark hours of the night, while

exemplified the rebellious acts

a bat out of hell. Go!

a ticket. There is, however, a

the world is sleeping, the street-

of teenagers who raced their

racers are out.

old classic American cars. An

accelerating, making those

and enjoy

image of James Dean in a

RPM's climb to 5, 6, then 7

experience this month in the

Street-racing has become a

Once the flag is

Now

you're

racing,

Courtesy of www.streetracersxom

place where you can have fun
the car racing

\ knows how to play, if she
likes you, she'll pretend not
to just so you'll have an
excuse to hold her. This can
be great for a first date
becau.se it helps to break the
ice. Be prepared to open
your wallet though because
there are a lot of things to

rising phenomena in Southern

black leather jacket comes to

thousand. Second gear is

Student Union Events Center

mind when we think of this.

imposed on your engine and

next week on November 20.

its leading empire.

Racers

Now we've got the image of

adrenaline is taking over your

ASI is holding its "Movie

do."

include young adults mostly

guys like Paul Walker and Vin

heart that is pumping faster

Madness" premiere of "The

ages seventeen to twenty- two

Diesel (Oh yeah!) to represent

than the pistons that are

Fast and the Furious" at 7 pm.

I advise, that'you take
heed to what I say about

kinds-

the racing scene in movies like

moving your car. You reach

Movie-goers will also get a

American, German, but mostly

"The Fast and the Furious"

third gear, at 80 miles pej hour

chance to see 'racer-like' cars

The most popular

and "Gone in Sixty Seconds"

when the quarter mile is up.

in the grass area of the school

types are Honda Civics and

which glorifies the idea of nice

It's done!

and even bring along their own

Acura Integras.

cars

cars

Japanese.

of

all

Not

You've either won or lost.

to showcase before the show.

The street-racing scene has

suprisingly, both of these

One of the racers will walk

Free soda, popcorn and pizza

been a subject of concern lately

movies topped the charts when

away

will be provided but resources

for parents and law authority.

released.

stimulation of a winner while

and

racing.

with

the

tingling

They are illegal and unsafe.

So why do these kids do

the other will feel there was

First off, these racers are going

this? What is so exciting about

something better he could've

over the speed limits of the

racing in the street? Well, there

done. Both a little shaky, both

streets on which they race.

are many factors that lead

feeling their car is still better

They are also disturbing the

young adults to want to race

and none walking away with

peace of residents and other

their cars. First of all it's the

any tangible prize. Only a pat

wi^tJrivers. But most importantly

rush that comes from the

on

these kids are endan-gering
lbe\r Wves and other's lives as

position of either the driver,

congratulations will be given,

passenger or spectator.

if that.

they are going at uncontrollable

Let's pretend to be this

What incentive does one

racer. Among all these cars on

get from spending hundreds of

Speeds in a matter of seconds.

^
,

I -Continued from page 4

California with Ontario being

with

«

and seats are limited, so make

By Susie Medina,

the

back

date ideas. Winter break is
coming soon and you will
be needing someone to
keep you warm so now is
the time to start making
your move, guys!

and

University Hall, UH037
5500 University Parkway

Office: 880-5289
Advertising: 880-5297

San Bernardino, CA 92407

Fax: 880-7009

The city of Ontario, popular

the street, each with their own

dollars on car parts for only a

E-mail: SBChron@mail.csusb.edu

tor its long and deserted streets

distinct body work, you decide

few seconds of racing in hopes

which are perfect for racing, has

to race your car.

Your car is

of a chance to win? This is the

just passed a law stating that any

Check out the Chronicle online:
http://acmfiles.csusb.edu/comm/Chronicle/index2.html

"hooked-up" with everything

question of many parents and

from headers

authorities, and the list of

and a strut bar,

reasons goes on and differs
from person to person. It could

person caught
present at the

V

'

races will be

to a body kit

cited. It used to

and a nitrous

be an ego thing- whose car is

just be that the

oxide tank.

faster? It could be-a racing

racers would be
charged

All your

but

hard-earned

now spectators
will

also

be

s t o p p e d .

person

can

think

about.

has

Maybe it's the racing trend that

into

one would like to be a part of.

these parts for

Maybe it's the rebellion,

money
Courtest >' of www.civicsi.coin

addiction, where that's all one

gone

Ontario's council members

a night like this. A night where

because its illegal,or it's more

recently decided that because of

you can race your car, in a

challenging.

recent accidents, assaults and

place where the competitor has

even killings, they will have to

spent just as much time and

bottom line is it's illegal and

b^ adamant and forceful about

money as you have- and

in any activity people have to

this law.

possibly more.

remember that there is a time

Mayor Gary Ovitt

said, "We just don't want to be

The thought of the other car

known as a city where street-

Whichever

it

is,

the

and place for everything.
It does not seem that
Ontario
going

the

place for it
anymore, so I
advise

that

you

street

race

lovers

don't

go

there. It may

Courtesy of www.streetracers.com
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CALIFORNIA
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legislators, the Governor's office
and other constitutional officers,
and the Supreme and Superior
Courts, to develop public
policies for the most challenging
and diverse state in the nation.

you know that little voice
inside that says "I can't"?
this summer,

[crush it]

The programs offer a unique
experience in policy-making and
exciting opportunities to jump
start careers in public service.

Application Deadline:-February 27, 2002

Bring your "can-do" attitude to Camp Challenge. Where you'll
get paid to learn how to become a-leader and acquire skills

For more information, contact:
The Center for California Studies
California State University,

THE CAPITAL FELLOWS PROGRAMS

Sacramento, 6000 J Street

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY,
SACRAMENTO

Sacramento. CA 95819-6081
Tel: (916) 278-6906
E-mail: caistudies@csus.edu
Website: www.csus.edu/calst

that'll help you in your career, Apply today at the Army ROTC
department, with no obligation. Before that voice talis you to
take a vacation.

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college course you can take
Scholarship Opportunities Available!
Call: (909)621-8102
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Wants to hear from you. Give us your feedback.:
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a graduate degree costs too much?

Cal Baptist's
Graduate
Degree
Programs
Master of Business
Administration
Master of Science in
Counseling
Psycliology
li •

Masters Degrees
in Education
Master of Arts
in Engiisli
Education Credential
Programs
Gal Baptist also offers
undergraduate degree
programs in more than
20 areas.

Here's a great
investment
tip: Cal Baptist.
A graduate degree is
supposed to pay
dividends for a lifetime—
but not all graduate degrees are
created equal. At Cal Baptist, you can
count on personalized
attention from talented faculty,
widely recognized graduate programs,
and an ethical focus that distinguishes
you from the crowd. So don't think of
your Cal Baptist graduate degree as
money out of pocket. It's more like
money in the bank.
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Come watch our NATIONALLY
RANKED Women's Volleyball
team with

Women's Volleyball Game!!
THIS FRIDAY

Coussoulis Arena

Wear your Coyote Pack
Tee-shirt to receive
FREE IN-N-OUT
BURGER MEAL
COUPONS!!
^Supplies are limited
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A Taste of Freedom
By Brian Short

Sports Editor
You share a room with a
stranger but you are free from the
reign of your parents.
Despite the high cost of liv

Advisor for Tokay, said, "What i
expect from my residents in gen
eral is respect. Give respect, you
earn respect. But what matters is
not what I want as an advisor, but

what the residents expect from us

as advisors."
Costas Dracopoulos, an Ac
ing in the dorms, most of the stu-" counting major and a Tokay resi
dents that moved away from home dent, said, "I love it here so far. I
like being by myself and being
felt it was the right decision to
able to do whatever I want. Plus I
make. Most of the residents like
the fact that their parents aren't have a cool roommate." His hob
bies are partying, playing video
here to tell them what to do and
games, and hanging out with
when to come home. But not all
friends. He doesn't party more
the residents living in the dormi
than he studies, but he does study
tories can be expected to have the
two hours a night. Savannah
same mindset they had in high
school, because of their newfound Powell, a Liberal Studies major
who lives in Waterman, said, "The
freedom and having the choice
weekdays are pretty fun, but the
whether to study or not.
weekends are boring because no
When you live on campus
one is here." She says she parties
you still have to abide by sorrte
once a week. Savannah likes to
rules,
Apineru Lealofi, the Resident read, write, meet new people and

study.
When students aren't study
ing, partying or hanging out with
their friends, they can be found in
the weight room here on campus.
The weight room, open to all stu
dents are as follows: Monday-Fri
day, 6-8 a.m., 8-10 p.m. at night
except Friday in which they are
open from 4-10 p.m., Saturday and
Sunday from 10-3 p.m.
It can be very difficult waking
up early in the morning to work
out, but one person who has the
discipline and focus to attend the
6-8 a.m. weight room section is
Justin Parent. Justin said, "When
I work out, it makes me feel good
inside exercising my body. It gives
me more endurance and keeps me
healthy."
A student who resides in
Joshua and decided to keep his
name anonymous, said, "I like the
freedom, it's better than being at

Students out working out in the weight room
home." He openly admitted that

nity and he doesn't not want to

he parties a lot and if there's not a
party going on, he's looking for
one. He's been sexually active
since he's been living in the dorms,
but quickly added that he studies
on Tuesdays and Thursdays to slay
on top of his classes. He realizes
that this is an important opportu-

jeopardize his future.
Some students hang out in the
Serrano Village Square in their
free time. The Village includes a
big screen television, a pool table,
foosball machine, a couple of ar
cade games, and food and drinks
for anyone who is hungry.

Internet Culture: Everyone is Online
By Beth Anderson
Multi-Cuiural Editor

Students using the Internet for a
niultilude of reasons in the in the
library's computer lab. Computer
Lab hours: Monday-Friday S am0 p/n. Saturday & Sunday 9 am

Do you use the Internet to
communicate with the outside
world? If you do, you are one of
the millions of people today who
use the Internet on an everyday
basis. The World Wide Web has
its own language and cultural
following. Just ask yourself how
many limes a day you check your
email. Is it only once a day, or
maybe two to three times daily?
With information surfacing
by the minute right at our
fingertips, all we need now is a
place to log on. The Internet has
truly become an unprecedented

pin

necessity in our everyday lives.
Internet innovations have
now manifested itself into our cell
phones, two-way pagers, PC's,

Power and Beauty;
Respecting Women T^e
By Khalia Lindsay
Staff Wtiter
The recent assaults here on
our quiet campus nestled in the
San Bernardino Mountains has
awaked the minds of many
students. Many women who
usually walk about carefree are
now becoming more aware of their
surroundings.
Some women who would walk
from their classes to their cars
without a second thought are now
asking classmates, "Where did
you park?" and "Can you give me
a lift to my car?" Numerous
women are now thinking twice as
they walk across this campus.
In a women's discussion
sponsored by Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, held on Tuesday, October
23, a small group of women came
together to discuss their concerns
and most importantly, how they
felt about the recent crimes on this
campus.
The women in the discussion

explained how they have now
changed their daily schedules.
Tianka Pharaoh, a university
apartment resident, explained that
prior to the rape, it wasn't
uncommon for her and her
roommate to jog around the
campus at 8 or 9 PM.
She said that she never thought
about the fact that she would
sometimes run ahead of her
roommate, leaving her out of her
sight.
Thinking of how
frightening that was, she now says
that she would never do that sort
of thing again.
Another student disclosed
that the recent attacks have now
disrupted her study habits. She
admitted that she no longer goes
to the library at night. Veronica
Robinson, village resident, stated
that she is afraid to leave the
dorms. "Many of my friends
schedule late classes together so
we don't have to walk home

-Women
Continued on Page 13

and Palm Pilots.
Yet the Internet has become
even more prevalent at Gal State
with the addition of more Internet
accessible computers spread
throughout the campus. Students
can check their personal email by
simply logging in at their nearest
computer station or lab.
The Internet has even begun
to dominate the way we conduct
our research for our classes. Ask
yourself, when was the last time
you used an old, dusty and heavy
encyclopedia to locate information
for one of your research papers?
Cal State's own Pfau Library
has an assortment of Internet
accessible databases such as
Wilson Web, Ebsco-host, and
Webspires for our Coyotes to
locate the most recent published
works on an array of intricate

topics. Even the proper citation
for these works on the Pfau
Library databases is accessible.
The Internet has provided us
with screen names, which a few
of us live vicariously through in
efforts to gain a . type of
anonymity.
If you are not satisfied with
your Internet provider, there is
American
Online
(AOL),
Netscape, Hotmail, and Earthlink
to chose from. Mind you, these are
only the major servers, there are
countless Internet startup
companies being created as you
are reading this.
With new innovations being
made everyday it would be an
understatement to say that this
generation's
technological
advancements have by and large
surpassed previous generations.

Pot

What;"The Trade"
Where; Student Union Fireplac e Lounge
When; Nov. 14 @6 pm
q's: contact Women's Resource Center x7203
Nov. 16- Canned food drive ends
What; Scholarship Workshop
Where: Student Union Event Center C
When; Nov. 20 @ 12non-1 pm
q's; contact Cross Cultural Center x7201
What; Rhythm of Life
Where; Student Union Event Center A,B & G
When:Nov.28 @12noon-l:30pm
q's: contact Student Union Adult Re-Entry
>nter x5253
' i;:' ^

Do You Have
an Email

/2()%

Address

**^6 Total PeoplePolled

fleva+or Qoertlon.'
Are you going out of town for Thanksgiving?
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UiJ in Smoke; Cannabis Culture
keeps on burnin'
By Shane Vanderfin
Copy Editor

The cannabis culture believes
in the value of smoking marijuana
for
both
medicinal
and
recreational reasons. There are
stereotypes for this culture just as
with any other, but as always, the
opposite is usually true where the
majority of the people who make
up this culture are normal like you
or me, and keep their private
affairs to themselves. However,
many advocates of the cannabis
culture are outspoken in Their
belief that marijuana should be
legalized.
That asks the most important
and valid question to be
considered here, " Is marijuana a
drug?" According to,, our
goverhm#iit», pot
controlled ::

you
don't
neglect
your
responsibilities. That takes self
control, maturity and discipline.
Throughout history, humans
have tended to destroy rather than
enjoy the bounty of Nature. The
cannabis culture believes in the
sanctily of Mother Earth, and that
she is the provider of what they
need to live and enjoy life.
Marijuana is a natural
product, not needing the
intervention of humans other than
to pick it. The plant's herbal and
therapeutic qualities have been
known and utilized for millennia
by various cultures for healing,
religious
r
rituals and relaxation. The tough
fibrous stalks of the adult plant
are
.still used around the world foi;.
Essentials; such as hemp aqd
hemp^ products;.
' .. Medicinal- Marijuana is a

STREET SLANG
' Marijuanai^icknames:.Buc

%ss
Mary Jane
^^fer

Kind

Measurements:
g- gram

Oz- ounce

dime bag- $10 worth of weed
q- quarter ounce
Utensils
Bong- water pipe used to smoke weed
joint- rolled marijuana
roach clip- used to not burn fingerS

pipe- also used to smoke weed

Bong
substance and illegal to possess
or sell, just like speed or crack.
However, according to the
cannabis culture adherents and
many studies, it is far less
addictive than either cigarettes or
alcohol, both of which are legal,

viable alternative to traditional
medical treatment, and in many
cases provides relief where nonewas available before.
For example, Joe Bailey,
Distribution Manager for the

openly available, and deadly
when abused. Nobody has ever

Coyote Chronicle, has Raynaud's
Syndrome, which is poor blood
circulation in the hands and feet,

died from smoking too much pot,
they just eat too much and fall
asleep.
But is cannabis use also drug
abuse? It can be, if you let it rule
you.To be a true part of the
cannabis culture, one must be in
control, not be controlled. If you
choose to smoke pot, you must
recognize and acknowledge the
beneficial attributes and possible
detriments of your action, both

and
scleroderma,
whose
symptoms include lightening and
drying of the skin to a cardboard
like texture and deformation of
the nails.
These ailments cause him
extreme pain, high stress, loss of
appetite and depression. He had
tried over 20 different types of
medicine
and
various
experimental tests with no
success, until he was prescribed

physically and legally, and be in

medical marijuana.
In the last seven years, he was

command of your willpower so

only able to gain seven pounds.
Since beginning treatment with
cannabis ten months ago, he has
been finally able to eat without
sickness and has gained ten
pounds.
Smoking marijuana
increases the appetite and warms
the blood, increasing blood flow
to his extremities and helping to
keep his skin pliable.
Now his only medication is
cannabis six times a day and
ibuprofen for occasional pain,
and,he feels better now than ever
before,' thanks to medical
marijuana.' Joe went on to say,
"Marijuana
should
be
recouifnended
to anyone that
needs it, especially for victims
^.suffering from diseases such as
AIDS, cancer and arthritis."
Recently, the DEA staged raids
on the Los Angeles Cannabis
Resource Center and the Comfort
Care Medical Cannabis Center in
Santa'Mohica, closing them down
and defying medicine to
thousands of-patients, in spile of
the people of California's mandate
by vote
to make medical
marijuana available.
Currently and incorrectly,
marijuana is a Schedule I drug,
making it Ulegal and lumping it in
•with har^c^re narcotics such as
heroin, speedy-and cocaine. Joe
continued, "They need to change
federal law to make marijuana a
Schedule II (prescription only)
drug."
California voters thought they
had done this a few years ago by
passing Proposition 215, the
medical marijuana initiative, but
the government chose not to heed
the will of the people. They
continue to persecute those who
make this medicine available to
those who need it, people like Joe
who just want to be able to make
it through the day without pain and
suffering.
To put this controversial
subject in a historical perspective,
consider this fact. " Dr. Burke,
President of the American
Historical Reference Society and
a consultant for the Smithsonian
Institute, counted seven early
presidents as cannabis smokers
and/or
growers:
George
Washington, Thomas Jefferson,
James Madison, James Monroe,
Andrew Jackson, Zachary Taylor,
and Franklin Pierce."
The cannabis culture's beliefs
transcend all boundaries, racial,
physical, religious, sexual, musical,
and/or anything else one might
identify with. It is not superior or
inferior, rather it is on another level
altogether. People of any kind can
come together and be accepted in
the cannabis culture, there are no
limits
or
boundaries
or
requirements set by
its members for inclusion.
All that is asked is an open mind,
a willingness to share and share

Alice in Wonderland character smokes from a hooka while sitting on
a mushroom
with nature and friends, to become
alike, and the belief in personal
freedom
without
fear
of more understanding of who they
prosecution. Oh, and chocolate are and why they are h
Whether or not -you agree
chip cookies, lots of chocolate chip
with their beliefs, the cannabis
cookies.
The cannabis culture will never culture is here to stay and surrounds
die out, will never fade away, will ' us all like a cloud of smoke. For
never become dust. It will continue members, it is part of their life,
to burn brightly because to its hidden with some, more open with
others. They permeate
believers, it is not a crime or a drug.
all aspects and levels of our
To them, it's a Way of life that
allows them to relax, to heal, to be society.
It could even be ... You.
calm in a hectic world, to commune

Med

,1 Cannabis New

Dutch government wants to
allow the medical use of cannabis.
The Dutch government decided on
October 19 to change the law to
allow doctors to prescribe
cannabis and pha.rmacists to
supply " phS^^ceutical quality" j

successful results, it added.
Exfieriences are positive: " less
E
in,
less
nausea
after
motherapy, less stiffness with
the statement said. Although
thijsale of cannabis is technically
ill^al, Dutch authorities tolerate
fW'sale of small amounts in

i

marijuana.
•
Parliament iiMx^cted to vote irf;
the next few months on thdg
proposal to put medicinaf
marijuana on the national^ealth
care plan. Most users woiild then,
have 'tt^^pf of ilieir joints paid
by the ^^&ncnt as long jis it is

hundreds of so-called "coffee
s^Ds". " PeQple'~with painful
diise^es sucb a^AH])S are going
•R^offeer-^bpM*^ut there is no
dO(^r w^ll'Slritrolling the use,"
Healtli^riiSfy spokesman Bas
Kujksfldfl*""

prescribed by a debtor. .
.^
The Bureau for Nicdicinai
Cannabis of the Health K^iifist^'
will supervise the growing of
marijuana, its (!iiulit>rfi3Vtr6F^hd
distributioailSS^Kra'ci
been set for the program'
as it was not yet clear hbw long
preparations will take.
" The law is needed to remove
an undesirable contradiction
between practice and law, despite
lack of scientific evidence of the
effects of marijuana use", a
government statement said. Many
patients using the drug without

Mahayana Buddhists: "Buddha

professional assistance have had

lived on one hemp seed a day."

Midti-^yultural

%
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HIPPIE IDEALS LIVE ON
By Shareena C. Clark

Staff Writer
This is a time of seemingly
endless patriotism, flag waving,
and capitalism. America is
"united",
money
is our
confidante, and terrorists are our
enemy.
It is not unusual to hear
people quoting George W. Bush,
or NYC fire fighters. It is also
rare to see anyone not sporting
the Stars and Stripes in support
of whatever they are supporting.
In the midst of the popularity of
capitalism, money, and the
yuppie life style, is there anyone

left that is opposed to the idea?
Where are the people who are
opposed
to
expansion,
technology
and
monopolization?
Most might refer to those
who are opposed to the above
ideas as hippies, or treehuggers. In reality this unique
group of people cannot be
labeled, categorized, or easily
referenced. They are the ones
quoting John Lennon and
frantically trying to save the
earth while there is still
something to save.
They are the Idealists that
never quite lost their ideals.
They are the teachers to the

The Votkswagou Bus will always
he linked to hippies

generations who want to keep the
torch burning; in hope that we can
still make a difference on earth.
Most believe that idealism still
remains but the principals have
changed. " Back then it was about
ending racism, opening up
universities for more than the rich,
and helping the environment,"
explained Dr. Gallo, CSUSB
philosophy guru.
Cal State student Melissa
Castilliohad something to say about
the ideas changing, and the
reasoning behind it, " Everything
has become a cliche, every charity
event and good cause has become
commercialized. Actors are ready to
support anything...people are
disillusioned by what has happened,
and things haven't changed since.
The moral fiber is down, and people
aren't as interested in activism
because of this. And also, people are
generally self-centered...they are
afraid and willing to accept what
ever the government tells them,
even if they pass laws against our
civil rights." There are still those
who preserve the same ideas, and
apply them to the new principles.
Judy Cruz, a student here at
CSUSB, talked about the idealist
culture and the "hippie" life.
"Those back then who were for
natural products, vegetarianism, a
natural environment, and concerned
about the earth still have the same

Lennon "Imagined" a peaceful world
ideals. Basically I haven't
changed, I grew up in the 60's and
I identified most with the [hippie]
culture, but I wash my hair and I
don't live in a van and follow the
Grateful Dead around. I didn't
grow up in the trap of the material
world, we who are close to the
world don't really need all of that
'stuff like those who put money
before the world... we might be the
people who save the world."
Don't get anyone wrong here.
This is not republican capitalist
bashing. Nor is this raining on the
right winged parade of good
intentions. But let us not forget that
the road to hell is paved with good
intentions. If we stay in this money

driven state of mind, and don't
consider the ways of the idealist, we
might find ourselves asking the
question," where are we going, and
why are we in this hand basket."

This pen commemorates the
peak of the hippie movement

CLUB SCENE: METRO GETS A THUMBS DOWN

i:

By Jenny Dotson

Staff Writer

Going to Club Metro was
not my idea. I was tired and not
in the mood to dance. Also, my
pants fit, and needless to say I
was a little disappointed that I
was shattering my too-smallpleather pant legacy.
I didn't have a good attitude
going into the night. After
standing in line for a few
minutes—actually
nothing
compared to El Castillo's line—
I was face to face with the Metro
Woman of Complete and Utter
Authority on ID's.
After handing her my ID,
wljich by the way really was
mine, she thoroughly scrutinized
it, and gave me a quiz on the facts
surrounding my existence.
I passed with flying colors,
considering that I would never
forget my own birthday. After
all, that's the only day I am
allowed to eat too many carbs
and skip the treadmill without
feeling guilty.
I was also
questioned about my social
security number, which is
absolutely ridiculous. I don't like
the idea of that type of
information on my license
anyway, and I certainly don't
want to repeat it off to this powertrip-of-a-lady who thinks I am
not a day past my sweet sixteen.
Frustration almost got the
best of me, but before I could

walk out another fellow Metro
worker spotted my Virginia
license being passed around
and made the comment, "I sure
can't gel used to those new
Virginia ID's. I would think
they were fake if I didn't know
better." Saved at last. I

what it was. All I was sure of was
that my shoe was about to come off
and I couldn't breathe very well
with my lungs being squished. I
squatted down and practically
crawled through the crowd, away
from the hysteria, and away from
the bathroom, I will add. (I regretted

received the florescent stamp this uncomfortable decision the
remainder of the night.)
with a smile.
I later heard that the
The room was packed.
There was only one room open, commotion was over a Coolio
filled with house music sighting. I could have cared less
consisting of hip-hop and rap. about seeing him, other than the fact
I wanted to brag
Wrestling with
about seeing
my limbs to
someone famous
work past the
to my friends
slew of bodies
from Virginia,
tired me out
and I hardly
quickly, and by
think that the
the time I was
pain
his
actually in an
p r e s e n c e
acceptable spot,
inflicted upon
I was ready to go
me was worth it.
home.
My
i .9 ? .«! ./
After the
roommates were
Coolio sighting
more optimistic
www.clubmetro.com
than I, and with
some persuasion I put my bathrooms, I looked all over for my
roommates so we could just go
dancing feet on.
I headed off to the ladies home. I finally found them hiding

I
I
I
I
I

room, or attempted at best,
when I was suddenly wedged
against a wall by a herd of
curious onlookers ready and
willing to knock me over.
There was some unknown
attraction that was bringing out
the true colors of drunken
young adults, and I had no idea

out by the exit; they too were ready
at this point. In the 15 minutes that
I was being trampled, they were
being molested. After refusing to
dance with a guy, and still getting
pursued in an obnoxious and buttgrabbing fashion, my Boston-native
roommate had to stick him in the
face.

Now, since I am not a native
here in California, or of the west
coast for that matter, I was
unfamiliar with the negative
reputation that Metro had. A
classmate even told me on Monday
morning that its reputation was far
worse than " ghetto." Thanks for
letting me in on that fact three days
too late.

In case I have not been clear, I
will not be going back to Metro.
Obviously some people find some
kind of entertainment there because
the body stomping crowd never
seemed to dwindle. I think I am
going to the Branding Iron next
weekend because J am seriously in
need of country music. Never again,
Metro, never again.

Baskinl^Robbins.

10% discount off your purchase
at either Togo's or Basking Bobbins with
valid CSUSB student or faculty LD.
Please present LD. at the time of order.
Not valid with any other discount, coupon
or promotion.

Togo's/Baskin Robbins
4375 North University Parkway suiu m
San Bernardioo, OA 92407

909-473-7494

Next to McDonald's
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Maynard Shows 'Tool'
By Mikelle Salas
Staff Writer

111/13

*

There is nothing ordinary
about Tool. One look at any
of their videos and you may
have an idea what their
concert was like. I, on the
other hand, did not readily
prepare myself for the
complete Tool experience.
They returned for the
masses November 1 at
Verizon
Wireless

U2& No Doubt
@ Staples Center

11/13

Eagle Eye Cherry
@ El Rey Theatre

11/14

Yonder Mountain |
String Band
@ Vynyl

11/15-

Tori Amos
@ Wiltern Theatre

11/16

Misfits
@ The Key Club

11/16

i

Super Suckers
House of Blues/Anaheirt

11/17

Freak Daddy
@ Whisky A Go-Go |

11/17

G. Love & Special
Sauce
@ Hollywood Palladium

11/17

Jackson Browne &
Keb' Mo'
@ Orpheum Theatre

11/17

Nikka Costa
@ Hollywood Palladium

11/21

Britney Spears
@ Staples Center

11/21

O-Town
@ Staples Center

11/24

Dead Kennedys
@ Showcase Theatre

11/24

Riddiin Kids
@ House of Blues/Anaheim

11/24

Stereolab
The Palace Theatre

11/25

Blues Traveler
@ Sun Theatre

11/27

Natalie Merchant
@ Royce Hal! UCLA

11/27

Royal Crown Review
@ The Derby

11/29

B.B. King
(5) Sun Theatre

Amphitheatre, after playing
four months ago at the
intimate Wiltern Theatre.
As soon as the music
started, it was an immediate
sensory overload.
Besides
watching drummer Danny Carey
strew out intense drum beats and
Maynard crawling on the floor,
there were videos to go along with
the songs. The stage was equipped
with large square screens side by
side hanging high above the back
middle part of the stage. Towards
the back left, there was a smaller
screen raised slightly with a
platform in front of it. This is
where Maynard James Keenan,
lead singer for Tool, spent most of
the evening.
They began with "The
Grudge" off the new release
Lateralus.
Each song was
extensive, about ten to fifteen
minutes in length.
Constantly changing images
-on the screens were spiraling,
twisting, blinking, and looping,
over and over. By the third song,
Maynard freed himself of clothing,
leaving just black swimsuit
looking shorts on. It could have

Maynard takes it off
been underwear. Whatever it was,
this is how he performed the
remainder of the concert. This was
not even strange compared to what
was being shown on the screens.
It was like a twisted nightmare
involving nudity, but not in a
sensual way. A woman putting her
thumb underneath someone's
eyelid and pulling on it, stretchin^g
the skin away from the face.
One loop reminded me of a
graphic video game. There were
torsos, without arms, legs, or any
other parts attached, squirming
like worms on a red and white
checkered floor.
The nudity continued. The
props came equipped with a
contortionist-like male and
female. They came out walking
on hands and feet. They stood
with torsos hanging lifelessly
towards the floor, then they
became alive again. They walked
around on hands and feet only. At
first glance, it looked like they
were in skintight silver costumes.

I was proven wrong when I got a
backside view of the female bent
over in front of me, then of the
male. I was convinced I had seen
it all.
Wrong again. Later in the
show the silver people climbed up
ropes and adjusted themselves to
hang by their feet. They twisted
and turned, and jerked and rolled.
They were? flesh and bone. They
moved in ways that were not
normal. 1 was at a Tool concert,
though. Why should 1 expect to see
anything normal?
The concert was conmlcte
with bonfires up in
jumping Maynard-esque men in the
pit. Tool performed every song
from Lateralus. and two or three
other songs from Aenima and
Undertow. They were even joined
by members of Tricky, with
Tricky doing vocals on two of the
songs.
With all that was available to
see and hear I became entranced,
and then it was over.

(Ma^es Moutfis Water
By Omar Zubair
Staff Writer
On Tuesday, November 6.
there was no Batman to stop the
impending darkness that settled
over Gotham.
A few weeks
earlier
Gotham
hosted four fairly
well known bands
(Oleander, Tantric,
Beautiful Creatures,
and Transmatic), but
the turn out for Sa
liva seemed to
nearly double the
figures of that night.
For fans of mosh-pit driven
hard rock, the Saliva concert was
quite a treat.
The night opened with L. A.
locals, Hollow. Walking into the
room and looking up on stage was
a shock, seeing 5 guys with no
shirts on and ominously black ink
spots all over their bodies. The
band was noticeably young but
had an angst-ridden sound that
was reminiscent of Staind.

An important difference be
tween Hollow and Staind, though,
was the stage presence. Although
the less experienced of the two.
Hollow is well versed in how to
please an audience. Not only were
the lyrics heart-felt, but the evil

The members of Saliva
dancing hooded monk, who was
carrying a pig's head on a stick,
was a nice touch of ambience.
The second band was named

without adding enough cuss words
to make a sailor blush. Though it
might account for a troubled soul,
it surely doesn't account for a good
vocabulary or interesting songs.
After the two opening bands
played, it was time for the headliners to show what kind
of metal they were made
of. Saliva came out on
stage, and from moment
one the crowd was crazy.
The guitar was grind
ing: the bass was thump
ing; the drums hit with
fury; and the crowd was
loving every note.
The
dancing
and
moshing would start from
the right side of the crowd; then
without notice, it would start up
on the left side, and soon the gap
would be bridged by total may

ph8, ironically though, their fate
looks to be not so bright. The band
had music that could make a tree
jump right into another one, but
the problem was in the lack of sub

hem.
The difference between this

stance.
The lead singer couldn't
speak, sing, or act out one sentence

single. The excitement didn't
spring from a hit song but solely
from the band.

show and most others from bands
that aren't on the top of the charts
was that each song felt like a

nterrtainment
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Game Systems Released for Holidays T>ance Concert (Preview
By Steve Torres
Staff Writer
Unless you have been doing
something productive with your
time, then there has been no way
of escaping the hype of the gaming
consoles slated for release in midNovember. So here's a rundown of
the three major gaming systems
that will soon flood the market.
Sony PS2 (retail 299.99) Okay, so it came out last year but
Sony is gearing up for a big
promotional boost to avoid being
overlooked in the wake of the
GameCube and XBOX debuts. It's
too late. The Play Station 2
couldn't live up to the hype it
created.
Running at 295Mhz which
provides for 66 million raw
polygons per second (polygons are
responsible for the colors and the
textures) there is only one reason
the PS2 fails: Games. It's obvious
designers are in over their heads
when they're releasing games
utilizing only about 5% of the
PS2's graphics capabilities.
It look a whole year for their first
million-selling game. Much more,
Sony assumes it'sjust you and your
roommate by providing only 2
controller ports. Also, the Ethernet
pei^heral is sold separately and the
player is only halfway

XBOX gaming system
To say that Microsoft is full of
themselves is an understatement
(They're expecting to move 1.5 to
2 million systems over the holiday
season)-. But the XBOX. is
definitely the workhorse of the
three, sporting an ample 733Mhz
central processor, capable of a
whopping 125 million Polygons
per second, and an 8GB hard drive/
DVD drive.
Now this could pose the
problem of designers being
overwhelmed by their own creation
(as with the PS2) unless you got
the veterans from SEGA
Entertainment Inc. developing the
games for you. Expect to see the
SEGA Sports @K@ franchise,
Crazy Taxi and House of Dead 3.
XBOX may seem pricey, but when
you figure in the front-loading
DVD tray, Ethernet port, and four
controller ports, it could very well

decent.

be worth it.

Micro.soff XBOX ( r d a i l
$299.99) - To make up for their
inexperience in entertainment
marketing. Microsoft hopes that the
sheer weight of their name will pick
up the slack.

Nintendo Ltd. GomeCiihe
(retail $199.99) - The GameCube
is definitely for the consumer
looking to play it safe. Whereas the
XBOX could be setting itself up for
a big disapoinlment, you can't go

wrong
with
the
GameCube (At least that's
what Nintendo's $75
million ad campaign
hopes to exploit).
Nintendo Ltd. is v^ell
aware that the gaming
industry is their arena and
Microsoft
is
the
newcomer, which is why
the
GameCube's
capabilities are kept in
perspective.
The
GameCube is supported
by a 485Mhz-processing chip
which handles about 12 million

By Melissa Adamson
Assistant A&E Editor

The

University

Dance

Company will be holding its first
concerts on November 15'*', 16"',
and 17"' at 7:30 p.m. and a matinee
performance on Saturday at 2:30
p.m.
The concert features the 70member company
dancing various
forms of jazz, lyrical,
tap and ballet to
music from the likes
of Alicia Keys,
Train, GodSmack

polygons.
The Gamecube's moderation
will allow it to be mastered by
game developers, hence more full
and complex games (bonus: it
also matches the XBOX's
250Mhz graphics chip). The set
back is the storage medium,
which is a mini-DVD/ROM drive
that holds only about 1.6 GB, and
the 56K modem is sold separately.
But then again you can't beat the

America", in light of the September
11 events.
The
University
Dance
Company is a volunteer club
available to all CSUSB students as
well as members of the community.
The UCD also has a touring
company.
The performance will be held
in the University TTieater and tickets
are $8 for general admission, $6 for
Seniors/Faculty and $4 for students.

and Tori Amos.
Janyus Antonio, the
Artistic Director, has
even prepared a
production number
entitled "Tribute to

^Cleaning, organizing,
laundry, packing,
unpacking, gift wrapping, errands, patio &
garage clean-up, etc., etc.
You make the list... we send the help.

price.
For the final judgement on
these systems I had to go to the
Serrano Village gaming expert,
Daniel Christenson, who claims to
have logged on over 6,000 hours
behind the helm of a Playstation.
"I'm not one for the hype, but 1
believe Bill Gates will be spinning

909-683-7126

in his incubator if
the XBOX isn't a
huge success,"
adding,
"it's
going to blow the
zits off your
forehead!"
Enough said.

KFRG Presents

Samuel Beckett's "Krapp's
Last Tape" to Play on Campus
By Shane Vanderfin
Copy Editor

by a professional actor.
The show has received critical acclaim

for its portrayal of a an angry old man who
has failed in life, and now lives a bleak
The Department of Theatre Arts is solitary existence. He has a birthday ritual
proud to offer "Krapp's Last Tape", a solo of listening to tapes made on previous
"invited" performance that is a 'stark birthdays and then creating a new one. The
rage and futility
metaphor of the last
expressed by Krapp
stages of a man's life,
(Cluchey) over the
which has been reduced
strange abstract vision
t© crude recordings of
of his own failed life
past memories."
and the imprisonment
Irish dramatist and
and alienation he has
playwright
Samuel
imposed on himself
Beckett, Nobel Prize
are the key elements of
winner in Literature in
this poignant comedy.
1969, wrote the one man
This performance
play and directed exat Cal State San
convict Rick Cluchey in
Bernardino will be for
the San Quentin Drama
one
night
only,
Workshop production of
Monday, November
the show for the first
Cluchey and Beckett chat
26, at 8pm at the
time in 1977, until
CSUSB Music Recital
Beckett's deatfi in 1989.
B^kett was known for his exactitude, Hall. Following the performance, Mr.
which is the absolute specific precision he Cluchey will discuss the play and his
wanted for every phrase, word, or movement association with Samuel Beckett. Don't miss
that occurred in his plays. Steve Earnest of your chance to see a professional production
the Performing Arts Department here at right here on campus offered by the
CSUSB called the show "an authentic Department of Theatre Arts. Tickets are
staging of Beckett's work" and urged all $5.00 for general admission, so show up
students not to miss this chance to see an early for the best seats. For more
excellent example of "absurdist" comedy

information, call (909) 880-7615.

'S TC3XJR
liturday, December 1st
@ 8 p.m.

Coussoulls Arena
Cal State, San Bernardino
(909) 8^7360
^BaMUgNlWMTSDI
OAUFOHNIA STATE UMIVEHefTV
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You've Been Ed-Lightened
Medicinal Marijuana patients are being targeted like terrorists in our own state.
Has State soviereignty completely given up its' power to Federal imperialism?
What can be done to stop the tyranny of the D.E.A. wIhj should be concentrating
on AI Queda's opium network and not the home grown medicine distributed to
thousands of patients inside our own state.

Cannabis Seizure Statistics
(Gross Weight in Kilos)
400.000

9,515

By John J. Eddy

Executive Editor
Cooperative
j

DEA

Thousands of people are
1995

jdying to get high, literally, and
jthey're not your stereotypical run
|of the mill speed freaks, acid
heads, pill poppers or slamming
junkies.
j
In Los Angeles this past
;week, the might and force of the
jFederal government swarmed
jdown on the West Hollywood
kiistrict when the D.E.A. raided the
iLos Angeles Cannabis Resource
iCenter, landing a near fatal blow
jto thousands of HIV and Cancer
batients who depended on the
benter for their supply of safe,
auality medicine.
According to Proposition
I
215, which passed with over 60%
voter support in California's 1996
statewide elections, patients have
jthe right to plant, cultivate and
jsmoke marijuana under the
Recommendation of a certified
physician. That right of assiduous
!self-policing between the patient
and his physician was thrown out
jwhen the D.E.A. raided the club
ithat had been purchased in 1998
iby the city government. It took
jthem eight hours to haul away the
cannabis from the basement grow

"Ogr city is going to stand with our residents and this club,"
said Councilman John Duran, who also provides legal
representation for the center. "These people will be forced
once again into the streets-to deal with drug dealers."
areas and seize patient records and
computers that could be used to
prove that patients were in
possession of cannabis that was in
violation of U.S. law.
This past summer, the United
States Supreme Court ruled that
marijuana possession, in any form,
whether
recreational
or
therapeutic, was illegal regardless
of the situation. This decision
went against voter decisions made
in nine states to allow access of
medicinal quality marijuana to
seriously ill patients.
In
California, safe houses, or
sanctuary's, were established in

The
Wants You!

San Francisco and Oakland and
they operated with repetitive
interference from the D.E.A.
during the past 5 years. However,
these few safe houses are being
threatened by political bullies who
relish at the idea of seriously ill
patients being forced to purchase
their marijuana from the streets.
Shouldn't our government be
targeting suicidal bombers and
dysfunctional Idealists with
biological weapons? Didn't the
War on Drugs die with Bill
Clinton's "I Didn't inhale" speech
and George W.'s long list of
alcohol and cocaine abuse.

1996

1997

199S

The Chronicle
Wants your
Opinions...
Write for the Coyote Chronicle.
Contact us at (909) 880-5285
email us at SBChron@csusb.edu

If you are interested in being part of the Coyote e 'ironicle.
Contact us at (909) 880-5289 or email us SBCIiron&csusb.edu

Cingular Wireless Stores
SAN BERNADINO
885 E Harrlman Place, (909) 885-7581
888 Harriman Place, (909) 885-4049
2041 E Highland Ave., (909) 425-9197
1099 E Hospitality Lane
(909) 478-5565
Shop by phone for delivery,
call hBSe-ONGULAR.

For jobs that rock, visit us
atwww.cingular.com

unlimited nights and weekends
•

unlimited nationwide long distance
wireless internet access with
100 interactive messages

Downloadable &
programmable
ringtones
Changeable
color covers

pacificQbell
Wimtoss
is now a part of Cingular Wireless.

150 bonus minutes
•

1000 mobile to mobile minutes

cingular
WIRELESS

What do you have to say?"
1-866-ai^ULAR

420 E Hospitality Lane, #A6
(909) 384-0222
945 E Hospitality Lane
(909) 478-9884
100 Inland Ctr., (909) 384-4200
500 S Inland Center Drive
space 5512, (909) 381-5858

Phone pnce and offer
may vary by location.

Servce offer available ronew and
eMisPng customers

Limited time offer. Credit approval and activation of service onl - or 2-year contract
for eligible Cingular calling plans required. 'Promotional phone offer requires a twoyear agreement. Phone models subject to availability. Offer cannot be combined
with any other special offers. $150 early termination fee and $36 activation fee
appiy. Weeknight hours are 9PM to 6:59AM, and weekend hours are 12:01AM
Saturday to 11;59PM Sunday. Long distance charges apply unless you have also
chosen the long distance option. Nationwide Long Distance applies to calls
originating from our CA/NV/WA/ID network and terminating in the U.S. Airtims
charges apply. Wireless Internet access applies to access charge only and does
not include per minute usage. Wireless Internet requires a WAP-enabled handset.
Wireless Internet is only available in select Cingular Wireless service areas.
Wireless Internet is not equivalent to landline Internet. Usage and overage charges
for Wireless Internet service are billed in one-minute increments from our voicecalling plan and charged as provided in your rate plan. Third Party content
providers may impose additional charges. Refer to Wireless Internet brochure for
additional details. Anytime minutes are available on the Cingular CA/NVA/VA/ID
network. Calls subject to taxes, long distance, roaming, universal service fee or
other charges. Package minutes and unlimited night and weekend minutes apply
to calls made or received within CA/NVA'VA/ID network. Airtime in excess of any
package minutes will be charged at a per minute rate of $.15 to $.50. Digital phone
and Cingular Wireless long distance are required. Airlime and other measured
usage are rounded up to the next full minute at the end of each call for billing
purposes. Unused package minutes do not carry forward to the next billing period
and are forfeited. Mobile to Mobile offer applies to airtime for incoming or outgoing
voice calls to or from a Cingular PCS subscriber enrolled In the MTM plan to or from
another Cingular PCS subscriber. MTM subscriber must be within the
CA/NA/WA/ID network to take advantage of the MTM minutes. Excludes
applicable long distance charges, calls while roaming out of our CA/NV/WA/ID
network, calls to voice mail, 411, Wildfire (not available in all areas), and forward
calls. If the called party does not have unlimited MTM calling option, called party's
package minutes will be reduced or called party will incur an airtime charge. MTM
offer may be terminated by Cingular after end of agreement term. Optional
features may be cancelled after initial term of the service contract. Other ,
conditions and restrictions apply. See contract and store for details.©2001
Nokia Inc. Nokia, Connecting People and the 3300 series phones are
trademarks of Nokia Corporation and/or its affiliates. Cingular Wireless,
"What do you have to say?" and the graphic icon are'Service Marks of
Cingular Wireless LLC. ©2001 Cingular Wireless LLC. All rights reserved.
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~Wonten Continued
from page 7
alone," said Robinson.
As the discussion continued,
one young lady walked in the
room with two guys on her arm.
Teresa Hendricks, a junior, said
that the two men were her escorts
and she never walks on campus
alone if she can help it. "This
campus is scary at night,"
Hendricks explained, "that's why
I scheduled my classes sp that I'm
done by 2:30 PM." She then went
on to reveal that she doesn't really
feel safe with the men either
because of the anned robbery.
As the talk continued, the
women discussed how they all felt
like potential targets. "They look
for the people talking on cell
phones!" "They look for girls
wearing ponytails, so they can

control your head!" "They look
for loose fitting clothes!" "They
look for girls wearing overalls!"
As the list of characteristics of
victims grew, the women started
to realize that everything they say,
everything they do, and everything
they wear is a potential signal to a
criminal. The women began to
ask, "How much control are we
giving to these rapist?"
Many students have disclosed
that they no longer feel safe on this
campus or anywhere else. With the
terrorist attacks in New York and
Washington D.C. and now with the
attacks here on campus, many of
the women now have a feeling of
helplessness. Ziadee Whiptail, in
her online article "A Perspective
on Self-Defense," gives women
these words of encouragement:
Safety is not about following a set
of rules. It is about staying aware,
trusting our instincts, and believing

The Coyote
Chronicle Wants
You!
If you want to be part of the Chronicle
team, contact (909) 880-5289 or email
us at SBChron@csusb,eeIu

that we deserve to control our own
bodies. Its important for us to
think about our options and learn
more tools to protect ourselves-but
this must be based on the real risks
we face the real constraints of our
lives, and our right to move freely
in this world

~ARC Continued
from page 3
a Master's degree in Medieval Lit
erature from CSUSB, but said,
"It's never too late to learn new
things." Ad was also unaware of
the ARC, but said it sounds like a
good idea and will look into it.
This writer is also a returning
student at age 37, who had sev
eral aborted attempts at college
when he was younger, but now is
a senior English: Creative Writing
major who will graduate next
June.
"Both my wife and I returned
to college in our 30's after buying
a home and having a child. We
realized that we weren't getting
anywhere without a college edu
cation, so we decided to complete
our degrees. She has now gradu
ated and has a successful career,
and I am almost finished. Even
though it entailed sacrifice and
hardship on our part, we both be
lieve it was the smartest decision
we could make for our family."
The Adult Reentry Center is

there for all returning students, re
gardless of age or reason. They
just want to help make the transi
tion to college life easier and less
confusing or difficult for the older
student. I have personally found
their services very helpful, and I'm
sure you will, too. Stop by and see
what they can do for you at the
Student Union, inside the ASI
doors,'or call them at (909) 8805323, or check out their website
at
http://
www.enrollment.csusb.edu/
union/adult.html.

"Budget Continued
from page 1
passed. The estimated tuition rev
enue was $690,000 but, because
of 535 more students enrolled than
expected, exceeded $2,000,000.
The air in the room bordered on
spring fresh until a reality check
was cashed by University Presi
dent Karnig. He started his brief
speech with an ominous account
of the all-too-easiness of the past
four years of his presidency at San
Bernardino.
After lhat, the topic focused
mainly on the 14 -15 billion-dol
lar shortage that the overall Cali
fornia Education Fund will be
soon taking. In a single phrase the
president summed up the situation
perfectly: "It's going to be a very,
very, very great restriction."

What is going to happen to the
school in the upcoming years?
President Karnig hinted at a few
changes that will be made.
With his statement that" it's stu
pid to keep tuition fees as low as
possible," there was the general
feeling of some sort of tuition hike
in the near future.
There was also talk of possibly
raising the entry requirements, but
the statement was given that in
past years of crisis, enrollment was
not cut, only the classes offered.
There have been hard times in
the past, and there will certainly
be hard times in the not so distant
future; but, as of now there is a
time of plenty that hopefully will
not be taken for granted.

~IRP Continued
from page 1
discussed the possibility of
seeking a 2002 referendum for all
IRP programs at once. The ASI
President Luis Portillo said at the
November 2 meeting that he was
in support of the idea,
Portillo also supports a
reorganization of the entire
program so that all IRP funded
organizations will benefit and
achieve all of their future goals,
which is why the IRP committee
has agreed to meet again on
Friday, November 16 in the ASI
boardroom. All members of the
public are invited to attend.

ECONO LUBE N' TUNE

& BRAKES
15% off regular price
of any service with i.D.
1685W. Kendall Dr.
San Bernardino, CA 92407
909-880-1281

TUESDAY & THURSDAY

Are

CSUSB
Discount
WHAT D O YOU

KNOW

ABOUT

YOU?

Wc offer all the services
you need in the real world.
Birth Control

-

Emergency Contraception

-

For the full range of
reproductive health care, call

Cancer Screening

After 6:00 p.m. • Dine in only
Now offering Delivery to CSUSB Serrano village

Testing and Treatment for STDs
Confidential HIV/AIDS Testing
Male Services

Now offering Delivery to CSUSB g

Planned l^renthood*

Orange and San Bernardino Counties

w w w . p l a n n e d p a r e n t h o o d O S B C . o r g

limit one Ptea per I.D. • Specialty Pirns ExcJuckxl
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/S-^3
Bmwn Baj Lunch Siiiriia
Seheilxnihi|i FiauiraciiUI Aid WoHkibiifi
Spowpr*i1 Ijy; Siirfpnl Lii'z3n
C^xtii CiiHural Cmler
Noou - Ipm
CntiKif' A

'fi'd^u. 16
Feed Driw* Mtfa tmr Cron CMbjnd Ctticw
Adhilt 1l«>evtnr Crater wd WtMnn't
Ihfovra Crater

IdoontinM BoikIs
Crosb PtMts

EwmCi^MrA-B^C

k

giQird Room

Renew Catfvolk Faitli Sharing
l^wma* Cat%ol< FeloRohip
Noon - I pm.
Stidert Union Boi'd Room
m 475-5300

ASt Mmiai Nii^l
Tha FmS and tho FuHcKn
SpnninnMi By:AxsncVitaif Stuitnni int^
7(aT>
(vmiifc Cantm R£C

LUdOS Booni MMdne
•ifayiLUfiOS JCY.RA.^

Sirataffc naaminK Commrttn

Black We d n«sd a yv
Noontirrve Eotertainffient
Sposwjpcd DjcAfricin Student Ainnce
Ncos - ism
Stutfcnt Unon Courtyard

Adxlc.. u,a
^oniarvd By: Student Union
Cfoii Cdkurii Cartcar
an» • 2pm
Suident Uninn Caiiriyard

InTh* fiibb.
%K>Rior«d iy: Sim^c in the BSile

Usirtj; Hemofy Aids
Sponsoosd By:Adgft Rr-Enuy&rtier
II am- hk»DO
Stfdem Unkm B( ^ Room

Oiract Lnana yibrlcibnp
Spoeforcd by: Student Accounti.
fOam - 11 un
Evert CoTterC

ASI Board of ••nwtsra HMling •
AnocRlMci Sturfaiite Inrarpofatad
Nann - 7pm
SlvdnrtE Unbn Board Room

Sj30h*np»d Bffr Student Lhue»n
ProjpTMn Boi^d
Noan - iam
Siudnnt Ur»o« Cowtyw^

KeaMi Canter Fnformaition Day
Spo»Kjrcd By:
Uunii^g

Wetin^vda^, 2\

£piri - 7JC^

StWent Unbn Unlwmi^ Room

MJt.RS.Keetinx
Noo* • Ipm
Student Uriof Urivers'ty Room

PonhallaoH; Otancil Moalanf
Hpni • lOpin
Sl«knt Union BnarrI Ronm

AlP Finance Soaid Heetmf
Assocnted Stu^nti Incorpwated
I Dim - Nooa
Stedem: Union Board Room
33932

Coyote Karaoke
Student Unio* Rrcj^m Boird
4:3Dpm - 9;lt^fn
Student Unon Rub
3! 5»^3

I ntrafratamity Council Hxaitln^
B|mi - lO^un
Sluclarrt Lirtim LfnivM-x'ry Room

Prepa red Cosir^iy of
SOMfef^ Unlwi Cradle llr»

mmmf»
AN ARMY OF ONE

IF YOU THINK A NIGHT
IN A FOXHOLE IS TOUGH,
TRY A LIFETIME IN A CUBICLE.
The U.S. Army offers 212 different career opportunities
in fields ranging from medicine, construction and law
enforcement to accounting, engineering and intelligence.
You'll be trained. Then you'll use those skills from the
first day on the job. It's a great way to start moving in
the direction you want to go.
Find One of 212 Ways to Be A Soldier
atGOARMY.COM
or call 1-800-USA-ARMY.
SM

L3r-i

m ni»l h I
ii^rritior to
Stijni li>» t^^k^lx
n«i!H!laix3H2,
er ('toil! %c sfy^AacI Qhitraiioo

The

Wants You!

If you are interested in being part of the Coyote Chronicle.
Contact us at (909) 880-5289 or email us SBChron@csush.edu

Student Union Corner

Attention:

Ffidtf
November 16, 2001
3pm
In fill OintrMM

Pool Tournament
1ST PLACE:tl00.00
2N0 PLACE: SSD.OD
3110 PUCE; n^M

Contact your local recruiter.
And we'll help you find what's best for you.

CSUSBSTVOEilSONLT
TAU9
urns,I,
lEUltLO

THEItE WILL BE A $3 REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT
Niyitolir IF ii thi Oimiriiin

Earn $1,000$2,000 this quar
ter with the easy
CamTtusfunaraiser.com
three hour
fundraising
event.
Fundraising
Dates Are filling
quickly, so call
today! Contact

$f6N-UP Bifin

FORMOrtE INFORMATIOII
CALL THE STUBERT (IRION 6AMEmM
_
A!X2t35

CHRONICLE CLASSIFIEDS
•a

.lOBonwn'NrnEs

Attention. Students!
Work from dorm or
home. No fees, immedi
ate income. Hiring read
ers of all types. Tarot,
Psychics, Astrolqgers
etc. CALL (800) 2778482 Ext. 59

Internet Company hiring
business savvy, disciplined
students for marketing po
sitions on your campus. FT,
nice
salary
www.workoncampus.com

F U N D R A I S[ N G I H O U S E K F J ' P I . N G

Looking to earn Money for
your organization or your
self? Try Find-U, a no cost
fundraising program that's
easy and reliable. Call 1866-48-FindU or visit
www.fund-U.com

Housekeepers Wanted!
Part time, Full time.
Flexible schedules,
Weekly pay,
Rapid increases
(909) 683-7423

inZALTH

The Susan G. Komen Breast
Cancer Foundation has
granted your Student Health
Center an award to offer
FREE Mammograms to ^igible
Students.
Call
(909)880-5241

If you would like to place a classified ad. Please call (909) 880^5297for prices and availablility.

Lose 2-8 lbs. Every
Week...Or need extra
e n e r g y . . . 1 0 0 %
Natural...Safe...Guaranteed!!
www.up2uhealth.com
or (880)311-5804
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Truth
By Jake Zylman
Multi-Cultural Editor
I have to start with some
grown lovin' for Volleyball
superstar Kim Ford. Anyone that
makes it into Sports Illustrated
deserves a loud shout out.
Alright, quick assessment of
the NFL. Da Bears are some
cinderellas that aren't going to
make it to the ball, eventually
those close wins are going to turn
into defeats. When Drew Bledsoe
returns back to the Patriots, he
might not have a starling spot; not
that the Pals are getting into the
play-offs. Even though I'm a
Rams fan, 1 don't think Kurt
Warner is as great as everyone
makes him out to be. he just has
the best receiving corps in the
league.
The General Manager of the

Tampa Bay Buccaneers may as
well dismantle the team and start
the rebuilding process because
these Bucs are showing that their
ship is sinking. As great of a
l^^el'ensive coach that Tony Dungy
F^ . you have to have some offense
to win inihis league. Speaklngof
,.^.Tailf]5T^ay and offense, who
thought that Brad Johnson had the
x.hcnt
change theiv fortunes in
offense? Whoever made that trade

Surprises Continue in NFL Season
By Shane Vanderfm
Copy Editor
The NFL season is halfway
over, and the surprises keep com
ing.
Teams that were expected to
reign supreme have instead abdi
cated the throne, while teams pro
jected to be cellar dwellers have
climbed to the penthouse.
Who's hot? Da Bearz are a
powerhouse at 6-1. You just can't
beat'em! They find a way to come
back and win every week.
Also on fire; The Raidahs, who
methodically and quietly lead the
AFC West at 6 - 1, but the superChargers are still coming on
strong at 5-3.
The surprising Saints (4-3)
gave the egotistical Lambs (6-1)
their first loss, and are definite
contenders along with the Jeff
"Jerry" Garcia-led 49ers (5-2) for
the NFC West crown.
The "playing worse than their
record" Dolphins are in first place

can't sell enough tickets to support
all of the teams, two teams are
being eliminated.The attendance
at my high school graduation was
bigger than the whole year's
attendance in Montreal. Baseball
is a boring spectator sport, it just
look the citizens 100 years and
Michael Jordan in his prime to
realize that and stop going to the
games. Wake me up when all the
baseball whining is over and let
me know who is out of the league.
Speaking of Michael Jordan, I
don't think that his comeback is
going quite as well as he or the
fans of Washington hoped. I also
think that he is going to get a lot
better as the season progresses, as
will the Wizards. The Lakers are
going to set an all-time record for
most wins in a season. Who can
beat them? Nobody is the correct
answer, but they will drop a couple
here and there that they should
have won.
Speaking of
contraction, why don't we get rid
of the Bulls, Warriors and the
Grizzlies?
I promise they
wouldn't be missed. I promise
because I speak the truth.

in the AFC East at 5-2, but the upand-down Coldts (4-3) and Jest (53) are right behind them.
Running with the Bus are the
Steelers, who at 5-2 started hot but
didn't really play anyone except the
cRavens, who are now almost in

for the best of2001. The easiest and
quickest is at NFL.com, it only
takes a few minutes.
Some of this writer's personal
faves are listed below.
All these guys lead their posi
tions in performance and produc

DB - Patrick Surtain (Miami),
Sammy Knight (New Orleans)
You probably have your own
favorite players too, so go and vote
for them at NFL.com, and enjoy

the driver's seat in the AFC Cen
tral with a 5-3 record.
The cheesy Packers at 5-2 are
close on Da Bearz' tail in the NFC
Central. The Gints (4-4) and
bEagles (4-3) lead in a very weak
NFC East division, where almost
everyone has a losing record.
Got a chance still: The Patsies,
the Brownies, the Bungals, the
Denver Geldings, the (S)ain'ts.
Also rans: The Titain'ts, the
Draguars, the Chefs, the Foulcons,

tion - yards, receptions, TDs, sacks,
tackles, interceptions, points, atti

the rest of the season.
Pix for the Super Bowl at the
mid-point; AFC - out of the Raid
ers, Dolphins and Ravens, it's a

tude, etc., and have established
themselves as stars this season, so
it's not just a popularity contest.
QB - Brett Favre (Green Bay),
Doug Flutie (San Diego).
RB - Jerome Bettis (Pittsburgh),
Ahman Green (Green Bay).
WR- Rod Smith (Denver),

tossup.
NFC - it's between the Rams,
Bears, Packers and 49ers.
Final choice: Dolphins vs.
Bears in New Orleans, February
7,2002.
Dolphins win 24-21 (yeah right,
wishful thinking!).

the Suckaneers, the Deadskins, the
Seachokes.
Losers and wannabes: The
Takings, the Panters, the Lyins, the
Cardinal(sin)s, the Cowgirls, the
Buffalo Bulls (as in full of).
Also, it's Pro Bowl ballot time,
and there are a variety of places

leans).
K - Olindo Mare (Miami), John
Carney (Carolina)
OL - Kyle Turley (New Orleans),
Jason Taylor (Miami)
DL - Daryl Gardener (Miami),
Michael Strahan (NY Giants)
LB - Jamil Miller (Cleveland),

where you can submit your choices

Brian Urlacher (Chicago)

Terrell Owens (San Francisco).
TE - Tony Gonzalez (Kansas
City), Cam Cleeland (New Or

D'Backs edge the Yankees in the World Series
and again and again...winning
game six with an astounding score

By Omar 'Ziihair
Staff Writer

ms

^.^ught to lose their
^
betting money on donuts
^ , that Terrell Davis gets traded after
. the season. He's very talented,
'as is anyone who rushes for 2,000
yards in a season, but his knees
are like jello and the Broncos have
enough running backs in the
backfield to hold their own.
Alright, time to talk baseball and
the whole contraction debate.
Because baseball is boring and

15
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The Arizona Diamondbacks
won the World Series in their first
attempt at the championship.
Their opponents, the New
York Yankees, have only them
selves to blame as they were
outscored 37-14 in the sevengame series.
Hailed as one of the greatest
series ever, it went the full dis
tance to determine the winner.
Game 1: Arizona started the
series off at home and made sure
to show the former champs just
how ball is played in the South
west. The game ended with the
Diamondbacks winning 9-1.
Game two was also staged in
Arizona with similar results, 4-

0.
Down two games and a change
of scenery. New York knew that
if they lost at home the series

of 15-2.
Five innings of baseball were
played out in the final game be
fore either of the teams scored. It
started with a run by Arizona in

World Series Co-MVPs Randy Johnson and Curt Schilling share their
moment in the spotlight after defeating the Yankees in game seven.
would be over.
However, in Yankee Stadium
the old magic proved it was still
present as the Yanks managed to
win the next three consecutive
games with respective scores of 21,4-3, and 3-2.

The Free Throw Line
By Brian Short
Sports Editor

his game, while the Washington
Wizards learn how to win.
Here's the way I see things in

I know it's early in the NBA
regular season, but some players
and teams already accomplished
a lot more in two weeks than
they have in past seasons.
Sacramento's trade of Jason
Williams for Mike Bibby seems
to have paid big dividends as the
Kings are off to a surprising 4-1
start without superstar forward

the NBA currently:
Kobe Bryant - Leading the
league in scoring.
Elton Brand - Playing well, but
the Clips are playing bad.
Tony Parker - Playing like the
rookie of the year for the Spurs.
Rudy T. - Always makes his
teams competitive despite talent
level.

Chris Webber. Jason Kidd's
unselfish play has fans in New
Jersey thinking about the
postseason. Dirk Nowitzki and
the Dallas Mavericks are a hand
ful to deal with, especially if
they're playing defense.
Michael Jordan is still trying

Los Angeles Lakers - Looking
like the team to beat.
Detroit Pistons - Playing very
well despite lack of talent.
Philadelphia Sixers - Can't find
the answers without Iverson.
Lorenzen Wright-Playing like
a man possessed.

With the series moving back to
Arizona, it proved to be fatal for
the 'Bronx Bombers'.
Once back at home, the Dia
mondbacks knew no mercy. In the
game that could have ended the
series, Arizona bit the Yanks again

the bottom of the sixth, but was
quickly countered by two runs
from New York (one in each of
the next two innings).
The most intense moments of
the baseball year were now tak
ing place. The Diamondbacks
were down 2-1 and had only this
last inning to prove to the world
that they were the best.
With the winning run on third
base, Luis Gonzalez stepped up to
the plate and prayed to .all base
ball gods everywhere.
In that moment after the ball
was thrown and before it was hit,
Gonzalez decided to become a
hero, and BAM...one hit, one
hero, one championship.

www.gcitfiwny.caLstflte.ed i.<ytsM.LeK.et/bctflc<
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Coyotes Hang with the Best at Regionals
By John D. Halcon

Staff Writer
A week after taking 18* in the
California CollegiateAthletic Asso
ciation Cross Country Finals, jun
ior Katie Pederson finished in 4P'
place during the NCAA West Re
gional Invitational at Bellingham,
Washington, on November 3.
Pederson ran the 6,000 meter
course in 23 minutes and 48 sec
onds, as the Coyotes finshed 1T*
overall.
U.C. Davis, who won the
men's and women's CCAA title,
repeated its dominance on the
course as the Aggies swept both

titles for the second week.
Hawaii
Pacific's
Nina
Christensen took the women's
individual title finishing at 21:37
while Christian Madsen, also of
Hawaii Pacific, claimed the
10,000 meter individual title for
the men's race.
Sophomore Hannah Knight,
running her first season of Cross
Country, was the Coyotes second
finisher completing the course in
23:53 while Krysta Cochrane
(27:41), Stacy Frahm (28:11),
and Amy Niessen (33:19) made
for the rest of the Coyote run
ners.
U.C. Davis along with Chico

NCAA Division 11 Cross Country
West Regional Championships
At Bellingham, Washington
Women's Team Scores
I. U.C. Davis 44
State, Sonoma State and Cal
State Stanislaus will advance to
the women's NCAA Champion
ships at Slippery Rock, Pennsyl
vania on November 17.
Representing the men's West
Regional teams in the NCAA
Championship will be U.C.
Davis, Chico State, U.C. San Di
ego and Cal Poly Pomona.

2.Humboldt State 133

3. Cal State Chico 139

4.Sonoma State 154

5. W. Washington 177

6.Cal State Stanislaus 220

7. Univ. Alaska Anchorage S.Seattle Pacific, WA 243
9. Central Washington 250 10. Hawaii Pacific 252
II. Dominguez Hills 263

12. U.C. San Diego 283

13. Western Univ. 295

14. Cal Poly Pomona 332

15. B.Y.U., Hawaii 381

16. C.S. Los Angeles 466

17. CS. San Bernardino469

18.C.S. San Francisco 482

19. Saint Martin's, WA 503 20. Montana State, Billings 507

Tritons Score Decisive Victory against Coyotes
By John D. Halcon

Staff Writer
Christmas came real early for
U.C. San Diego especially after
the Tritons unwrapped a critical 32 victory against Cal State San
Bernardino on November 2 at
RIMAC Arena in San Diego.
Senior Kathleen Hentz collected
15 kills and six digs as the Tritons
improved to 14-4 in the Califor
nia Collegiate Athletic Association
standings and 20-6 overall.
After winning the first set 3019, then dropping two consecutive
sets 30-21 and 30-20, the Tritons
iced the contest after breaking
away from a 6-6 score to finish
with a decisive 15-10 victory in
the final set.
Freshman Stacy Dunsmore
added 11 kills and 12 digs as nine
other players combined to give the
Tritons 65 total kills.
The Coyotes dropped to 17-2
and 25-2 overall despite leading
the contest with 69 kills.
Three different Coyotes reached
double-digits in kills with sopho-

lead in the CCAA standings romp
ing past Grand Canyon 30-22. 3012, 30-28 at Arizona.

Final Regional Poll
(November 7, 2001)

The victory pushed the Coyotes'

1. Cal State San Bernardino (26-2)
2.UC San Diego (20-6)
3.Western Washington (22-4)
4.Cal State Bakersfield (18-8)
5.Seattle Pacific (19-6)

- •

6.CaI State L.A. (17-10)
7.Central Washington (15-9)
8.Hawaii-Pacific (17-4)
9.UC Davis (14-12)
1 O.Alaska Anchorage (17-9)
more sensation Kim Morohunfola
collecting a match-high 23 kills.
The 5-foot-lO middle blocker,
who missed a portion of the sea
son with a knee sprain, along with
Kim Ford (18 kills and nine 9 digs)
gave the Coyotes a solid one-two
punch on offense.
Defensively, the Coyotes held
an 87-74 advantage in digs with

Bridget Harris and Amy Pope
earning 16 digs apiece.
Kristen Soliz also added 14
kills for the Coyotes who re
mained atop CCAA standings
despite the loss.
Votes down Antelopes
A day after losing its 12-game
winning streak, Cal State San
Bernardino held its two-game

CCAA mark to 18-2 and 26-2
bverail, while the Antelopj^s,
dropped to 8-11 and 13-14.
The sophomore duo of Kim
Morohunfola and Kim Ford com
bined for 32 of the Coyotes' 55
kills. Morohunfola continued to
show critics why she was named
Ail-American last year as a fresh
man, collecting a match-high 19
kills while Ford added 13 for the
Votes.
Bridget Harris and Erika Will
iams provided a spark on defense
as both players shared a matchhigh of 12 digs apiece.
CSUSB Ranked No. 1
With a definite lockdown on the
CCAA title, CSUSB is the over
whelmingly favorite to host this

regular-season poll.

year's NCAA Pacific Regionals
which is scheduled from Novem
ber 15-17.

U.C. San Diego, who defeated
State Bakersfield on November
follows as the No. 2 seed while W-

In addition, the NCAA volley
ball committee also voted the Coy
otes as the No. 1 team in its final

em Washington, Bakersfield and
attle Pacific conclude the top fi
rankings.

Sporis Iliustraled Smile -Cal
State's sophomore Kim Ford was
recently acknowledged h\ 'Spans
Illustrated' for her recent accom
plishments. Ford appeared in the
Sports Illustrated section of the
'Faces in the Cwwd." section on
October 29th. The outside hitter
from Etiwanda High School in
Ranchn Cucamonga leads the
California Collegiate Athletic
Association in kills.

Intramural Sports Initiate Play-off Competition
By John D. Halcon

teams in the playoffs with UFA

Staff Writer

getting the obvious top seed while
the AFC division grabbed the
other three playoff spots with Sig.
Ep taking the No. 2 seed.
3-on-3 Hoops
Money Inc. posted the only un
defeated regular season record
going 5-0 while All Net remained
strong at 4-1.
Soccer

Congratulations to team UFA
for being the only team to earn the
only undefeated record in flag
football after posting a lopsided
32-0 victory against IKE last Fri
day, November 9.
UFA improved to 4-0, and also
secured the top seed for the up
coming playoffs, which will begin
on Friday, November 16.
The playoffs will consist of a
seven-team bracket with the No.
1 seed getting a bye in the first
round, with the finals being played
on Friday, November 30.
The NFC division landed four

Playoff Brackets^*********
Flag Football
Fri., Nov. 16 (3 p.m.)
Game I - No. 3 Sigma Nu vs. No. 6 Delta Sigma Chi
Fri., Nov. 16 (4 p.m.)
Game 2 - No. 2 Sig. Ep vs. No. 7 Mexican Connection
Game 3 - No. 4 Johnny Blaze vs. No. 5 TKE

The No. 1 seed El Tri went un
defeated during the regular season
at 4-0, but will face a tough Sigma
Nu team which is 3-1. In the other

Mon., Nov. 19 (3:30 p.m.)
No. 1 UFA vs. Game 2 winner
Gairie 1 winner vs. Game 2 winner

half ofthe bracket, TKE (3-1) will
battle against a solid Charasmatics
squad which holds a 3-1 mark.

Fri., Nov. 30 (TBA)
•Championship Game

Soccer
Wednesday, Nov. 14 (4 p.m.)
Game I - El Tri vs. Sigma Nu
Game 2 - TKE vs.
Charasmatics
Wednesday, Nov. 28 (4 p.m.)
•Championship Game

3-on-3 Hoops
Tuesday, Nov. 13 (9 p.m.)
Game 1 - Money Inc. vs.
Yellow Monkeys
Game 2 - All Net vs. Dog
Team
Tfresday, Nov. 20 (TBA)
•Championship Game

